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Unit 13. Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
Recent Issues

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) are part of the development processes of our
country. They are recently in news for various reasons. Hence UPSC has added the
role of NGOs, SHGs, various groups and associations, donors, charities, institutional
and other stakeholders in UPSC CSE Syllabus for GS Paper 2.
In this post let us see NGOs in detail as per the latest UPSC syllabus, also covering
the recent issues associated with them.

Definition of NGOs
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The World Bank defines NGOs as private organizations that pursue activities to relieve
suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect the environment, provide basic
social services, or undertake community development.
NGOs are legally constituted organizations which operate independently from
Government and are generally considered to be nonstate, nonprofit oriented groups
who pursue purposes of public interest.
Different agencies recognize these groups with different names such as Civil
SocietyOrganizations(CSO), charitable organizations, voluntary organizations etc.

History of NGO in India:
Phase One: The first half of 19thcentury in Indian history was marked by initiation of
social reform movements. These reform movements evoked the spirit of devoting life to
do something for the disadvantaged sections of the society. It recognized the right of
untouchables to education, work of choice and worship, the right of women to
education and other social aspects of life. This gave birth to the idea of voluntary
organizations for the first time in Indian history.
Phase two: Second half of 19th century witnessed an unprecedented socio-political
awakening resulted in the blooming of institutionalized reform movements such as
Brahmo Samaj, Arya samaj, Ramakrishna Mission etc. And this prompted the
Government to enact Societies registration act 1860.
Phase three (1900-1947): This period marked the successful attempt of channelizing
the voluntary spirit for political action and mass mobilization for the struggle for
independence. It influenced the formation of many future voluntary organizations.
Post Independence period: In the post-independence period, a large number of
voluntary organizations have taken part in the process of nation building. The shift to
a neoliberal economic and political agenda facilitated the growth of voluntary
organizations at a faster pace.

Registration of NGOs
Indian NGOs mainly comes under three segments – Societies, Trusts, Charitable
Companies.




Societies: Societies have to register under The societies Registration Act,1860.
Trusts: Private trusts are registered under the central government’s Indian Trusts
Act, 1882, and public ones are registered under the state legislation concerned.
Charitable companies: They are set up according to section 8 of the Companies
Act, 2013. For charitable companies, the compliance requirements are high, as
loans and advances are easily available to them compared to a trust or a society.
They have to even pay Income tax under IT act 1961.

Who regulate NGOs?
There are laws for the regulation of the functioning of NGOs in India. Foreign
contribution regulation Act(FCRA) and Foreign Exchange Management Act(FEMA
Act) are among the most important laws connected with NGOs.
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Foreign contribution regulation Act(FCRA)
History: Enacted in 1976 by the IndiraGandhi led Government during the emergency.
It regulates all grants, non-Indian gifts, and donations-Indian residents. It also
prohibits electoral candidates, political parties, judges, MPs and even cartoonists from
accepting foreign contributions. The ostensible justification given for the law was to
curb foreign interference in domestic politics.

FCRA (Amendment Act) 2010 highlights:
The amended FCRA Act 2010, barred organizations of ‘political nature’ from accepting
foreign contributions. It also mandated that the organizations receiving foreign funds
should renew their licenses every five years.

FCRA and Political parties
 In 2014, Delhi High court found that both BJP and Congress were violating the
provisions of FCRA (See the FCRA,2010 Amendment) by accepting funds from the
Indian Subsidiaries of London-based multinational Vedanta.
 In 2016, Government made an amendment to FCRA 2010 with retrospective
effect, so that contribution from foreign companies (with 50% foreign
shareholding) to not-for-profit, political parties and candidates contesting
elections, newspapers, government employees etc. does not come under the
definition of foreign source.
Impact of Amendment





It made legal for political parties to accept foreign aid through Indian subsidiaries.
This move helped Companies to ease the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
spending as the repetitive consent from the Home Ministry is no longer required
for the disbursement of funds by the foreign companies.
NGOs have got access to foreign funds more easily than before except for the prior
permission category NGOs.

FCRA and NGOs:









According to the FCRA, any NGO that accepts foreign contribution has to register
with the Home Ministry and such contributions can only be accepted through
designated banks.
The NGO has to report to the central government any foreign contribution within
30 days of its receipt.
They need to file annual reports with the home ministry. It must also report the
amount of foreign contribution, its source, how it was received, the purpose for
which it was intended, and the manner in which it was utilized.
In a case of non-compliance with provisions of the FCRA, the government can
penalize an NGO. For example, if these NGOs don’t file annual returns, the
government can issue a show-cause notice and subsequently, suspend or cancel
their foreign funding licenses.
In the last two years, licenses of around 20000 NGOs have been canceled by the
central government after they were found violating various provisions of FCRA act.
Hence those NGOs were barred from receiving any foreign funds.
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Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA)




There are certain NGOs which are registered under FEMA and they disburse
foreign funds to various associations within the country. Nearly 100 international
NGOs and associations receive foreign funds through their liaison offices and
disburse them to NGOs across India.
According to FEMA Act, these NGOs are regulated by Finance Ministry. For
example, International donors such as the Ford Foundation, the U.K.’s
Department for International Development etc are registered under FEMA but not
the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) 2010. This makes it difficult to
monitor the flow of funds effectively.

The role of NGOs in our society






They act as service contractors, able to work more efficiently and more effectively
than government agencies thereby playing an important role in the socioeconomic transformation.
It brings in accountability and transparency to governance.
It acts as a human rights watchdog in the society.
NGOs act as channels for donors to provide international development funds to
low-income countries or developing countries.

Issues with the functioning of NGOs:








Misappropriation of funds: Many NGOs don’t have sophisticated finance and
legal teams, nor do they have the funds to conduct audits.
The external issue of funding: According to government data a total of 3,068
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) received foreign funding above Rs. 22,000
Cr in 2014-15. It is often said that foreign-funded NGOs tries to propagate the
foreign propaganda to stall developmental projects. Example: Kudankulam
Protest.
Nonaccountable, nontransparent undemocratic functioning: CBI records filed
in the Supreme Court show that only 10% of the total registered NGOs under the
Societies Registration Act file annual financial statements.
Money Laundering: Corrupt or unscrupulous NGOs that receive foreign funds
may serve as conduits for money laundering.

Way ahead
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A regulatory mechanism to keep a watch on the financial activities of NGOs and
voluntary organizations is the need of the hour.
The government should frame guidelines for their accreditation, the manner in
which these organizations should maintain their accounts and the procedure for
recovery in case they fail to submit their balance sheets.
Avoid tussle between Home Ministry and Finance Ministry by bringing the
regulation of NGOs under one head.
General Financial Rules, 2005 have mandated a regulatory mechanism for the
NGOs and a comprehensive law in line with these rules should be framed in no
time.
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